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Abstrat

We study the eletroni properties of spherial quantum dot quantum well nanorystals within

a symmetry-based tight-binding model. In partiular, the in�uene of a onentri monolayer of

HgS embedded in a spherial CdS nanorystal of diameter 52.7 Å is analyzed as a funtion of

its distane from the enter. The eletron and hole states around the energy gap show a strong

loalization in the HgS well and the neighboring inner (ore) interfae region. Important e�ets on

the optial properties suh as the absorption gap and the �ne struture of the exiton spetrum are

also reported.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in semiondutor nanorystals (NC's) or quantum dots (QD's) was �rst

awakened by the size dependene of their eletroni properties whih ould allow, in priniple,

the manufature of sensor, lasers, et. with spei� features. One step further was the

inlusion of a layer of a di�erent ompound HgS in a CdS NC, for example, whih produes

additional drasti hanges in the optial properties in suh quantum dot quantum well

(QDQW) NC's [1, 2℄. In fat, one of the primary objetives of this manipulation was to

avoid the, undesirable, surfae e�ets in the eletroni states near the band gap [3℄. In

addition to the CdS/HgS/CdS ase, systems based on ZnS/CdS [4℄ have been studied.

On the theoretial side, a single band e�etive mass approximation (EMA) model was

�rst proposed [1℄ followed by a multiband EMA analysis [5℄. An atomisti theory was

needed, however, to adequately desribe a QDQW where the well ould be as thin as one

monolayer. Reently, a tight-binding (TB) model has been proposed for CdS/HgS/CdS

and ZnS/CdS/ZnS QDQW's [4, 6℄. This model assumed, however, some simpli�ations:

Instead of zinblende, f strutured NC's were studied and, also, the spin-orbit oupling

was negleted. Here we propose a symmetry-based TB theory whih has been previously

used to aount for the optial properties of CdSe [7℄ and CdTe [8℄ NC's. Also, we take

the zinblende rystalline struture of the atual dots. We investigate the in�uene of the

HgS layer on the eletroni and optial properties. In partiular, it is found that the harge

distribution, gap and the �ne struture of the exiton spetrum are strongly dependent on

the distane of the monolayer from the NC enter. Finally, we ompare our results with the

available experimental data.

II. THEORY

The alulation of the one-partile TB Hamiltonian has been previously desribed in

detail [8℄. It is based on a semi-empirial TB model for semiondutors [9℄ whih aounts

for the bulk properties. The interatomi hopping matrix elements are restrited to the

nearest neighbors. The CdS TB parameters used here are an adequate modi�ation of

those proposed earlier [10℄ to take now into aount the �nite spin-orbit oupling. The HgS

parameters have been obtained from the CdS ones and aount for the small bulk gap, 0.2
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Figure 1: Radial (shell-wise) probability of the HOMO (left) and LUMO (right). The radius of the

ore, size of the well and lad are 8.2/3/15.1 Å (top) and 21.4/2.4/2.5 Å (bottom). Vertial bars

indiate the HgS shell. The symmetry is also indiated

eV, and the shift of the HgS valene band of 0.85 eV as in Ref. [11℄. We passivate the NC

surfae by plaing a hydrogen s orbital at eah empty nearest-neighbor site on the surfae

(dangling bond). We saturate the bonds so that the surfae states are several eV far from

the gap edges. The NC's, of roughly spherial shape, are onstruted starting from a ation

at the origin by suessively adding nearest-neighbor atoms through tetrahedral bonding.

In this work we study a NC with a �xed number of atoms, 3109, equivalent to a diameter

of 52.7 Å. We use hereafter the word �shell� to indiate the olletion of atoms whih are at

the same distane from the enter. A hemial monolayer ontains several shells and their

number depends on the layer radius. We redue the Hamiltonian to a blok diagonal form

by writing it in a symmetrized basis orresponding to the double-valued representations Γk

(k = 6, 7, 8) of Td.

When the Coulomb interation is introdued the total Hamiltonian is written in a many-

body eletron-hole basis. The details of the simplifying approximations used to write the

diret and exhange terms an be found in Ref. [7, 12℄. The absorption spetra are omputed

following a simpli�ed proedure as in [7℄. The dipole matrix elements between di�erent

orbitals on the same atoms are taken from [13℄. The �ne struture of the lowest-energy

transitions is studied taking into aount all the Hamiltonian terms, with as many valene
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rco/rw/rcl (Å) Core Well Clad eletron radius (Å)

21.4/2.4/2.5 0.47(0.81) 0.35(0.12) 0.15(0.06) 19.9

10.9/3.0/12.4 0.23(0.17) 0.41(0.20) 0.33(0.62) 12.7

8.2/3.0/15.1 0.19(0.09) 0.40(0.16) 0.41(0.75) 11.3

Table I: The probability of presene of eletron in the LUMO. The ore radius and also the well

and lad sizes are given in the �rst olumn for eah ase. In parenthesis we show the probability

of presene in the ase of a simple CdS QD. The fourth olumn shows the eletron radius, to be

ompared with its value 15.5 Å in a CdS QD

rco/rw/rcl (Å) Core Well Clad hole radius (Å)

21.4/2.4/2.5 0.53(0.85) 0.44(0.11) 0.03(0.04) 20.7

10.9/3.0/12.4 0.37(0.08) 0.55(0.21) 0.07(0.71) 10.5

8.2/3.0/15.1 0.25(0.02) 0.63(0.10) 0.12(0.88) 8.5

Table II: The probability of presene of hole in the HOMO. We use the same notations and on-

ventions as in Table I. The hole radius in a CdS QD is 18.5 Å

and ondution states as neessary to reah numerial onvergene.

III. RESULTS

In Fig. 1 we show the radial probability of the highest oupied moleular orbital (HOMO)

and the lowest unoupied moleular orbital (LUMO) for two di�erent situations. When

the HgS monolayer is inluded, both the eletron and hole show an enhanement of their

presene within the well. From Table I and Table II it an be also seen that the hole is

always more loalized than the eletron. Moreover, the wells of smaller radius are more

e�ient for trapping the partiles. Finally, a areful inspetion of Fig. 1 shows an inrease

of the hole density on the inner part of the interfae neighborhood. The states nearest in

energy to the HOMO and the LUMO show similar shapes.

In Table III we show the values of the HOMO and LUMO energies and the optial gap

obtained from the energy of the �rst allowed exiton state. The overall trend indiates that

the gap dereases as the monolayer radius dereases. The gap of the 52.7 Å wide CdS dot,

2.666 eV, is in good agreement with the value measured by Shoss et al. [1℄, 2.62 eV. The
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D = 52.7 Å HOMO (eV) LUMO (eV) Gap (eV)

26.3/0.0/0.0 -0.093(8) 2.870(6) 2.664

21.4/2.4/2.5 0.284(7) 2.321(6) 1.936 (1.953)

10.9/3.0/12.4 0.333(8) 2.187(6) 1.696(1.768)

8.2/3.0/15.1 0.303(8) 2.285(6) 1.798(1.851)

Table III: The highest (lowest) oupied (unoupied) valene (ondution) levels in the seond

(third) olumn along with the symmetry in parenthesis. The results orrespond to a dot of 52.7 Å

of diameter. The same ases as in previous tables are onsidered. The optial gap is given in the

last olumn. We give also the energy of the next important peak in parenthesis (see also Fig. 2)

struture of the lowest energy optial spetra shows also signi�ant di�erenes between the

CdS QD and the CdS/HgS/CdS QDQW. In Fig. 2 the absorption spetra of three di�erent

dots are shown. The CdS QD presents the �rst peak at 2.664 eV with a relative intensity

of 0.303. Very lose in energy there is a more important peak at 2.666 eV whih shows an

intensity of 5.753. When a HgS monolayer is inluded the �rst transition (exiton ground

state) gets relatively weaker as the HgS monolayer radius dereases. When the HgS layer

radius is 21.4 Å the intensities of the exiton ground state and the states lose in energy

are smaller than in the CdS QD. As the radius dereases further, at 7.6 Å, there is only a

�dark� exiton ground state separated 53 meV from the �bright� states. The agreement with

previous EMA [1, 5℄ and TB [6℄ alulations is good for the one-eletron desription: The

energies and harge loalization. As for the exiton, a omparison is di�ult beause we

take the full many-body Hamiltonian and, also, the QD sizes studied here are smaller.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented a TB model adequate to desribe NC heterostrutures. We have

onsidered the inlusion of a single QW monolayer of HgS in a spherial CdS NC. The

HOMO and LUMO states near the gap edges are loalized in the QW layer and its proximity.

The e�ets on the optial properties are also important. In partiular, the absorption gap

dereases when the layer radius dereases. The absorption spetrum also hanges: The

relative intensity assoiated with the �dark� exiton state is a dereasing funtion of the
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Figure 2: Fine struture of the optial absorption spetrum for three di�erent NC's. We show

the same window of energy, 0.5 eV, for eah ase. The dotted lines help distinguish the di�erent

transitions

layer radius.
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